2018 NWAGA PARTNER CLASSIC
JUNE 7-8, 2018
MEADOWLARK HILLS GOLF COURSE
(DRAFT VERSION 6/1/2018)
NOTICE TO COMPETITORS
(This information supplements the Local Rules and Conditions of Competition for NWAGA Events)

Abnormal Ground Conditions:
Newly Planted Trees identified by ribbon and their tree wells are deemed to be ground under repair even though not so
defined by white lines. Rule 25‐1.
Deciding Ties:
In the event of a tie for first place, concerned teams shall immediately play-off hole-by-hole until the winner is determined.
The play-off rotation will be holes 13-14-18 repeated unless otherwise notified by the Committee. The format used for the
play-off Four-ball.
Drop Zones:
Hole #8 – As an additional option under Rule 26‐1, if a ball is in the water hazard (yellow), the player may drop a ball under
penalty of one stroke on the area marked DZ located in the fairway.
Hole #11 – As an additional option under Rule 26‐1, if a ball is in the water hazard (yellow), the player may drop a ball under
penalty of one stroke on the area marked DZ located on the forward teeing ground.
Hole #15 – As an additional option under Rule 24‐2b, if interference exists from an immovable obstruction behind the green,
the player may drop the ball on the area marked DZ located behind the green near the cart building.
Hole #17 ‐ As an additional option under Rule 26‐1, if a ball is in the water hazard (yellow) or lateral water hazard (red), the
player may drop a ball under penalty of one stroke on the area marked DZ located on the forward teeing ground.
Format:
Pinehurst - Each partner plays from the teeing ground and then plays their partner’s ball for their second shot. After the
second shot, partners select the ball with which they wish to score and play that ball alternately to complete the hole. Team
Handicap in Pinehurst combines 60 percent of the lower player’s Course Handicap and 40 percent of the higher player’s
Course Handicap.
Four-Ball - Each player plays their own ball. The lower net score of the partners is the side’s score for the hole. Each team
member receives 90 percent of Course Handicap in Four-Ball.
Obstructions:
Hole #15 – The cart staging area, clubhouse, cart barn and split rail fence are deemed to be one obstruction.
Out of Bounds:
Out of Bounds is defined by the perimeter fence in addition to white stakes.
The Parking Lot and Entrance Road are out of bounds. A ball is out of bounds when all of it lies beyond the curbing even
though it might lay on another part of the golf course.
Scoring Area:
Scoring Area – A scorecard is deemed to be returned when the player has left the defined scoring area.
Teeing Ground:
The red tee‐markers define the teeing ground for the competition.
Through the Green:
The waste area along the left of hole #3 is deemed to be through the green.
Rules Committee:
Justin Ahrens & Tyler Messenger

